
Ephesians 2:11-22 

Rough and somewhat literal translation by Richard Wright 

 

Ed = This is moderately difficult Greek. The difficulty lies less with the words 

themselves and more with how they work together to express meaning. Also some 

of the words are difficult to convey in simple English. 

 

(11) Therefore remember that when you (were) Gentiles in (the) flesh (or in 

body),A those called ‘uncircumcised’ by those called ‘circumcised’ – 

(circumcision) in (the) flesh done by human hands, (12) (remember) that you were 

at were (at) that time without Christ, alienated from the communityB of Israel, and 

strangersC (to) the covenant of promise, not having hope and without GodD in the 

world. (13) Now in Christ Jesus you who were then far have become near through 

the blood of Christ. (14) For he is our peace, having made (or who made) both one 

and having undone the wall of division – the enmity (between us) – in his flesh (or 

body). (15) Having set aside (or abolished)E the lawF with (its) commandments and 

decrees, so that he might create in himself one new manG from the two (or so he 

might fashion two into one new humanity in himself), (thus) making peace (or 

resulting in peace),H (16) and might reconcile to God the two (or both) in one body 

through the cross, putting to death the enmity through it (or through himself).I (17) 

And having come (or he came and) he also proclaimed peace to you (who are) far 

away and to those (who) are near. (18) Because through him we both have access 

through one Spirit to the Father. 

                                                           
A Greek en sarki. The Greek noun sarx is notoriously difficult to translate or interpret into 

English. It does not necessarily mean “flesh” as in “physical body” although here it is being used 

to express “physically”. 
B Greek politeia “the right to be a member of a sociopolitical entity, citizenship, a sociopolitical 

unit or body of citizens”. Difficult to convey with a simple English word. 
C Greek xenoi which is where we get words like xenophobia. It is difficult to describe the basic 

or “original” meaning. Someone who comes from outside. Is different strange or unfamiliar. 
D Greek atheos which does not mean “atheist” in the sense of “not believing God exists”. 
E Greek luo which has a wide range of uses and can be difficult to translate. Somewhat literally 

“loose”. 
F Greek nomos literally “law”. Which law does the writer have in mind? Could refer to Torah (= 

Old Testament Scriptures and their interpretation). So “that which distinguishes and separates the 

Jewish people from everyone else”. 
G Greek anthropos so somewhat literally “man” or “mankind, humankind”. 
H The Greek participle here (doing/making) is a participle of result (not merely the intention) of 

what Christ did. See Koestenberger, Merkle, Plummer, Going Deeper with New Testament 

Greek, 334-335. 
I It is not entirely clear if the pronoun here refers to the cross or to Christ. Perhaps both. 



(19) So therefore you are no longer strangers and aliens but fellow citizens with 

the saints and members of the householdJ of God. (20) having been built upon the 

foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the cornerstone. 

(21) In him (or in whom) the whole structure (or house) is being joined together 

and growing into a holy temple in (the) Lord, (22) in whom you also are being 

built together in the spirit (or Spirit?) into a dwelling place for God.  

                                                           
J Greek oikeioi so one term which expresses “persons who are related by kinship or 

circumstances, form a closely knit group, members of a household”. 


